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L O I S I U M W I N E & SP A HO T E L L A N G E N L O I S

LOISIUM: CONTEMPORARY AR C H ITE CT URE AS A
H O L I S T I C P L A T F O R M FO R W I N E
The impulse for LOISIUM gave an ancient wine cellar, which Tuula and Gerhard Nidetzky came
into possession of in 1994 with the purchase of a farmhouse in the historic centre of Langenlois.
The unique property and ideal location encouraged the owners to make the cellar vaults
accessible to the public. Step by step, it got transformed to a one-of-a-kind tourist experience,
using internationally recognized contemporary architecture as a landmark function.
The LOISIUM was one of the first projects in Europe to introduce modern and contemporary
architecture into the rather conventional characterized wine regions. What is now common
practice in many European wine regions, was a ground-breaking revolution back in 2003 when
LOISIUM World of Wine opened its doors. Soon it was proven that breaking new ground
disproportionately strengthens the authenticity of the wine region and its reputation. This was due
to the high and international market attention as well as the economic success of the LOISIUM
Wine & Spa Hotel, which opened in 2005. Further development brought the LOISIUM Group to the
Südsteiermark location in the federal state of Styria, where the second LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel
was opened in 2012.

W I N E & A R C H I T E C T U R E R EST A GE D AS A
L IFES T YL E
Wine plays a significant part of the Lower Austrian culture and way of life, which is highly
appreciated with great pleasure and enjoyment. It is precisely this attitude to life that the
internationally multi-award-winning New York architect Steven Holl was able to capture in the
planning and implementation of the LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel Langenlois. He has impressively
succeeded in making wine the central element of the entire architecture of the hotel.
The clear and modern structure allows the guest to fully engage with the magnificent location
amidst the vineyards, while the interior design takes up the theme of wine in all its diversity.
Steven Holl knows how to capture the eye and skillfully tell the story of wine. He combines the
down-to-earth nature of winegrowing with the modern lifestyle of wine enjoyment to create a
vivid entity. The LOISIUM World of Wine and the LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel have meanwhile
become internationally acclaimed exemplary models within the contemporary architecture.

PINO T HOUSE. THE NEW EL DORADO OF THE HOTEL
The success story continues - after the opening of the hotel in 2005 and the SPA & restaurant
extension in 2017, the LOISIUM Hotel expanded its property with another jewel. The new
complex with a "Reflecting Pool" as an outdoor centerpiece offers its guests 27 light-flooded
rooms and 3 exclusive suites with high-quality design elements. Also, the generously planned
seminar and conference area offers plenty of space for creative ideas and an inspiring view.

Here too, the passion for design as well as the love of wine and nature is widely reflected. In order
to be aligned with the overall concept and idea, the New York star architect Steven Holl once again
embodied the full potential of the motto in the designs. As usual, the focus is on
shapes, colors and materials around the theme of wine. The round arches and vaulted rooms, for
example, are reminiscent of the historic underground wine cellars, while the walls and roof
wrapped in the matte and pre-weathered titanium zinc blend harmoniously into the landscape.

WHEN A CELLAR BECOMES A MUSE
The cellars of Austria's largest wine town Langenlois were the source of inspiration for the
creation of the LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel as well as the World of Wine. During the creation of this
place dedicated to design, relaxation and wine, Steven Holl was following his concept “Under the
earth – In the earth – Over the earth” constantly.
"Under the earth" refers to the cellar maze of the World of Wine, where the centuries-old cellar
passages wind through the fertile layers of the earth, interlaced like the root system of a vine. It is
accompanied by exciting myths impressively staged in the cellars. While "In the earth" you get to
know the wine better, just in line with the motto "wine lovers become wine connoisseurs". "Over
the earth" describes the unique place where wine and water flow. Wine has always held a special
attraction, as it inspires and invites to relish the taste at the same time. The element of water
allows the body, soul and senses to relax and get in sync. Thus, the LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotels
merge the three pillars wine, design & spa in a unique way.

M O DER N A R C HI T E C T U R E AND F ANT AST IC L OC AT ION
The transparency is noticeable throughout the whole LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel, especially on
the first floor, where the clear structure reveals fascinating views of the surrounding vineyards.
It's almost as if the architecture is inviting nature inside the building. The furnishings, planned in
every detail by Steven Holl, take up elements from the 1960s and 1970s and combine them with
interpretations from the present, in which the central theme of wine is often found in an
interestingly processed way. The lamps in the form of a cork, the patterning in the walls
reflecting the wood structure of the vine woods, or the glassy cork pattern of the large staircases
and stairways in the house. What’s more are the diverse shapes of the centuries-old cellar vaults,
which Steven Holl brings to life in the fabrics of the benches and in the door panels.
The furniture manufacturer Wittmann was the perfect partner to make the furniture designed by
Holl a reality. Therefore, the furniture series from the famous Kiesler Collection created by
Wittmann can be found in numerous corners of the hotel due to the proximity between Holl and
Kiesler in New York. The view of the vineyards from the rooms allows the symbolism of the
interior to become one with nature. In addition, a selection of paintings by contemporary
Austrian artists has been arranged for all rooms, making each room feel like a small gallery.

ANCIENT T R A D I T I O N AND NEW PATHS
FOR A W A R D W I N N I N G WINE
The most splendid wines develop every year from this totality and quite a few of them have already
been awarded many times by Falstaff. The Kamptal is well known for its first-class wines – and
this success story goes back about 1000 years to Roman times. However, this requires a very
special combination of valuable soil, experienced winemakers and the unique climatic conditions
resulting from the cool wind of the rough Waldviertel and the dry Pannonian heat. Due to this
perfect interplay every year the most magnificent wines develop and quite a few of them have
already been awarded many times by Falstaff.
In the LOISIUM World of Wine, which is only a few meters away from the hotel and was also
planned by US architect Steven Holl, the origin of Kamptal wines is presented in a way that is one
of a kind. With the new multimedia guides, the LOISIUM takes another step towards digitalization.
Veltlina, the soul & voice of wine, takes visitors on an adventurous journey through the 900-yearold wine cellars and entertains with her wine stories. What’s more, together with the cellar mice
Frida and Fridolin, the younger guests embark on an unforgettable discovery tour, too. The kids
take on the role of heroes and solve exciting riddles to rescue the two mice from a cellar dungeon.
Also, more than 200 leading Lower Austrian wines will make the hearts of wine lovers beat faster
and can be purchased here at farm-gate prices.

TALK SHOP WITH WINEMAKERS OVER A GLASS OF WINE
Due to its passion for wine, the LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel has become a popular meeting point for
wine connoisseurs, wine lovers and winemakers, and it is quite possible to meet well-known
winemakers such as Willi Bründlmayer, Fred Loimer, Karl Steininger or the Jurtschitsch brothers
talking shop at the Holl Bar. The proximity to the wineries gives guests of the LOISIUM Hotel not
only a comprehensive insight into the work of the winemakers, but also into their philosophy and
love of their profession.
After all, this is what all winemakers in the region have in common - they work in harmony with
nature, breaking new ground without forgetting their ties to their homeland and their
responsibility to future generations.

WITH THE SPECIALTIES OF THE REGION
THE WINE FEELS PARTICULARLY WELL
Why the Vineyard restaurant of the LOISIUM Spa & Wine Hotel combines top gastronomy with
award-winning wines to create a perfect journey of enjoyment is quite simply explained. On the
one hand, special emphasis is placed on the regional origin of the high-quality products.

Small manufacturing companies and suppliers deliver the best that the region has to offer. On the
other hand, these high-quality products are brought together with care and creativity as well as a
large portion of courage to break new ground and to create wonderful creations with an individual
touch.

L O I S I U M SPA CLUB P O W E R ED BY S A I N T C H A R L E S
RELAXING CAN BE SO BEAUTIFUL
Arrive, switch off, enjoy - this is the motto of the LOISIUM Spa Club powered by Saint Charles.
This is certainly not too difficult in the more than 1400 m² beauty and relaxation area over three
levels with comprehensive treatments.
With the excellent products of our partner Saint Charles, we provide visitors a wide range of
offers and highlights that accompany them throughout the entire hotel. Whether frangrances for
the room, massage oil in the treatments or apothecary soaps in the bathroom, you will
experience the unique products up close from the room to the spa. What makes them special are
the ingredients with plants from the region, from which effective natural remedies are obtained.
A philosophy to sustainability, which the LOISIANER share and live with much passion.

WHEN VINEYARDS BECOME OASES FOR WELLNESS
In the stylishly designed relaxation area, the bright and transparent design ensures impressive
closeness to nature and provides guests with the highest level of well-being. For relaxation and
quiet moments, the perfect resting place can be individually selected from various relaxation
oases and lounging areas indoors and outdoors, a large sun terrace and sunbathing areas
extending into the vineyards.
Modern saunas and steam baths with different temperature ranges offer the right thing for all
requirements, infrared cabins and a fitness room round off the offer. The 20m outdoor pool,
which is heated all year round, is a wonderful place for swimming workouts or to simply relax
and let your thoughts run free. Due to its unique location, it gives guests the feeling of swimming
among the vines. Depending on the season, special highlights also add variety to the spa's
offerings.

A T TR AC T IVE LE ISUR E AC T IV IT I ES
The region is also open to many other sporting activities, such as a large network of Nordic
walking trails, which also leads through the certified Nordic walking community of Langenlois, or
numerous bike trails.
The hotel rents out classic bikes and state-of-the-art e-bikes from the iBIKE-BOX, which can be
reserved and rented simply at the click of a mouse or via smartphone. The tailor-made LOISIUM
bike routes, which lead directly away from the hotel and back again, leave nothing to be desired.
The tours are just right for professionals as well as for leisurely pedalers. With this unique
panorama, cycling is much more fun, so let's go!

During an extensive excursion, you can also explore the beautiful picnic areas along the hiking
trails - a particularly nice tip here would be the Langenlois wine hiking trail, which is home to the
well-known wine vaults.
The LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel is located at the gateway to the Wachau, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. LOISIUM guests also enjoy very high-caliber events, which have become an integral part of
the region's cultural program. For example, the music festival at Grafenegg Castle, the Krems Art
Mile and the open-air operas in Gars/Kamp or the castle festival in Haindorf.
The Loisium Wine & Spa Hotel also offers a wide range of cultural events, the highlight of which is
the Loisiarte Festival of Contemporary Music and Literature, which takes place in the wine cellars
every March (www.loisium.com/loisiarte).

M EE T ING IN THE VINEYARDS
For business meetings, conferences, seminars, team building and product presentations, the
Pinot House offers an appealing and professional range of event possibilities. Flexible room
divisions allow individual concepts to be created. In their entirety, the conference rooms with over
300 m² are designed for up to 250 people.
The modern equipment and the individually plannable service support the success of every
business event. The combination of productivity and relaxation can be perfectly celebrated here in
the midst of the vineyards and with the hotel's diverse range of offers. Stress-relieving treatments
in the spa, culinary experiences, a visit to the LOISIUM World of Wine and the Vinothek as well as
wine tastings in the numerous wineries or with regional partners provide a welcome change after
work.

S U S T A I N A B I L IT Y A S T HE M A IN F OC U S
The LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel offers its guests something very special - unique design, an
incomparable ambience, exceptional cuisine and a special attitude to life. The hotel management is
also committed to the principles of sustainable environmental protection and social responsibility,
which have already been widely implemented.
The LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel combines four elements - design, wine, cuisine and spa - and attaches
particular importance to intensive cooperation and exchange with regional institutions and
businesses. In an effort to bring guests closer to the diversity of wine culture, the hotel succeeds in
creating a symbiosis between a sensual experience of pleasure and a regional voyage of discovery, as
well as bridging the gap between tradition and modern spirits.

FACTS: LOISIUM WINE & SPA HOTEL
Proprietor:
LOISIUM Langenlois Besitz GmbH
Management:
XENIOS Management GmbH
Architect:
Steven Holl, Steven Holl Architects, New York
Managing Directors:
Mustafa Özdemir
Martin Schaffer
• 112 rooms
• 1400 m2 Spa Club powered by Saint Charles Apothecary
• 1000 years old wine tradition
• 900 years old wine cellars
• 200 wines from Lower Austria
• 2003 Opening LOISIUM World of Wine
• 2005 Opening LOISIUM Wine & Spa Hotel
• 2021 Opening Pinot House
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